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About the Author 
This pamphlet contains the full text of a saies  of broadcasts 
made by Dr. Aptheker over Station =FA, of Berkeley, Catif- 
during May-July, 1959. 
Herbert Aptheker is widely known as a scholar, historian and 
educatm, and is presently the editor d the Marxist monthly, 
P o l W  Affairs. He is the author of several major wwks induding 
American Negro SIaw Rew,b ,  Ewy8 in the H W q  of t?hs AM- 
kan Negro, HWoy and R W y ,  The T w h  About Hungay, and 
A Lhmmmtay H * u y  of the Negro Pevpk in tJae UPrjted SWm. 
His latest book, The C O W  Em, published in the Spriug d 
1959, is the hst in a multi-voIumed history of the fmth, 
p w h  and am10 ent of the United States. H e  is also the author 
ets, the latest of which are Since Sputnik: How of numerous pmp9;" 
Amedmm V h  ths Soviet Union, F w e h  in H W q ,  Z b  
Urritd Stdm and China: Peace m War? md The Gsrrmrtl Qum- 
Won. The present pamphlet is the second in a series which opened 
with On #he Nafure of Rswlution, and will be followed by In De- 
f m e  qi De?nmaCy. 
Dr. Aptheker served in the Field M e r y  for over four years 
in the Second World War, rising though the ranks from private 
to major. In 1939, he was awarded a rize in b ' y  by the As- 
ciation for the Study of Negro Ufe an ! History. H e  was a Guggen- 
heim Fellow in 1948-47, and is presently director of the Faculty 
of Social Science, in New Ymk 
ON THE NATURE 
There is no more sipfieant and controversial question agitat- 
ing mankind today than that of the nature of freedom. In this 
pamphlet we shall attempt to discuss briefly certain central prob- 
lems arising from a consideration of this topic; that which relates 
particularly to the history of the concept of freedom, marked as it 
is by changes with the passage of centuries, shall not be dwelt 
on here, since it was discussed by the present writer in an earlier 
pamphlet.' 
I: The State and Political Power 
The questim of the state and the nature of politicd power, 
however, properly may be chosen as a starting point for our in- 
quiry, for certainly the presence and the reality of freedom have 
hinged upon both, to a great degree. 
On the whole, in chssical pliticaI theory-from Aristotle tu 
Locke to Burke-the state, or government, is viewed as a vehicle 
for the preservation of the existing societal status quo. In this 
literature, fundamental to that status quo was the property relation- 
ship characterizing it and, in a decisive fashion, determining it. 
Fnrm this analysis was derived the axiom that government existed 
in order to protect pniate pr erty. That this s h d d  be axiomatic 
was perfectly natural, since 2hitherto existing societin had been 
built upon the private ownership and control of the means of 
production, with Werences in such societies reflecting Merences 
in the kinds of productive means so owned, but not in the fact of 
their private ownership. 
Connected with this was the idea that the existence of private 
prop- was the prerequisite of civilization. No doubt, this idea 
was tied to the fact that it was on the basis of the division of labor 
consequent upon such possession of property that technologiml 
and productive advances became p s i b I e  upon which were erected 
-- 
* F r e e d m  In H i s b y ,  N. Y., 19S8 (New Century Publishers). 
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the accoutrements of eivihzation. Thdore-and the transitbn 
appears alto ether logid-it is onIy those who are amm the % f propertied w o should be among those who govern. aeary, if 
private property is tbe basis of civilization, and if government exists 
to protect that private pro rty and thereby maintain civilhatian, 
then sure1y thore possesseSeof that private proprty axe thme in 
whom and only in whom is properly vested governmend author- 
ity. Or, as the first Chief Justice of the United States Su eme 
Court, John Jay, put it: Those wbo own the -try, gould 
govern iLm 
This idea seemed all the more reasonable as it becarxte mare 
and more clear-to those bendthg from and fostering the idea- 
that just as the securi of private property was of the essence of x dviktion, so only me wbo possessed private propmty were 
d y  civhed. It was but a step from this comforting observation, 
to the clinching conception that those who possessed private prop- 
erty not only were the civilized and therefore should be the p- 
emmmt-whose main w e ,  remember, was the security of that 
-but that they were also the wes alone wpbh d con- 
cthg government. And that they m e  capable was proven-so P
went the argument-by the vexy fact that they had succeeded in 
a uirlng private property. Hence, to cite again the words of a 
~ - k n m  American, it was, as John Ad- said "tho rich, the 
well-born and the able" who manifestly should be in charge of 
government. What is to be noted in particular in this quotation,- 
is John Adams' assumption that what he was offering was a s h i n  
of synonyms, and that, u# mump the rich were the well-born, an 
that, of course, the rich and the well-barn, were the able. 
d 
F b m  tbis the corollary was clear, and was made explicitly in 
the classical literature, that while the rich were rich k u s e  they 
were able, and that being rich gave them opportunities to e n h m  
W e r  &eir notable abilities, the p o r  on the other hd, were 
poor k u s e  they were not able and that, Wm thedr stx- 
rounding were such as to intensify their inberent inadequacy. 
In all this it was assumed, as was naturaI for rulers of societie8 
based u p  the private ownership d the means of production, 
that acquisitiveness was of the wsence of "human nature,- and 
that the more successfully acquisitive one was the more notably 
"human" was he. That is, the vsry word, *success," connoted 
wealth; a "succedu1" man was one who had accumulad a g o d l y  
property. Happy it was, too, that the acwmufation of property 
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demonstrstd the dtemce af su* abilq; hhenw, the W d t h  
was a just reward for such ability as it was, simultaneously, the 
proof of that ability, 
N o ~ t h a t , i n ~ s e ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ O f t h e s t a t a w a s t h e ~  
of a nmessary evil; that is, the requirement of a state 
the evil hdment in manldnd, an eviI which d e c t d  itself par- 
ticularly in lawful xapadty for the p o s d o n s  of another, wh* 
that be his wife or some Iess a n i d  parly. Note, too, that it 
was the poor who, being no g a d  at i$" and therefore poor, were 
especially prone to this rapacity-for obvious reasons. Hence, it 
was the duty of the rich, in the name of civilization, itself, to 
r&mh the poor. That is to say, it was required af the rich-who, 
being rich were relatively less evil than the poor and themhe 
thrice blessed with worldly goods-to restrain the pmm and to pv- 
ern them. Such restraint was the main fundon of government 
in general. 
Sovereignty, then, m poIitid power, inhagd in the owm3rs, 
with the classical forms for such sovereignv being eitber the jlrant 
or the oh arch; or, for small areas with homogeneous populations, 2 a 4 democracy. With the concentration upon land! m e r -  
ship and the g of ooatrof over productive labor to such owner- 
shipwhich Zeta the p r e - c a p i e  =-more and mare 
the idea developed that ownership of the earth inhered in Cod 
who had designated &ly rulers in k l y  defmed himamhid 
patteras, and that these divine1y-amhted ones held their property 
In accordance with His will. At the apex was & one earthly figure, 
in varying geographical areas, who was The Sovereign; it was in 
him personally that the sovereignty of the politid entity resided. 
Hence, Sovereign always was Pd with a capital S; his person was adorned with symbols su erne power and ddgnity; 
and his name was gdded with phases g His Supreme Hi 
His Makzty, His Eminence, His Most Worshiphl Person, = 
Cod, d e  Supreme Ruler, and other mozluments to mads verbal 
ingenuity when proply impeUed and dciently d. 
The capitalist rewlutian against feudalism  enbda- pronged attack upon tbis ancient and vaew of %mr- 
eignty. In the fist phce, capitalism's d&mction of feu- 
d e d  with it the creation of the modern nation, and the mmpIex 
feeling hown as nationalism. In the secoad place, capiEalism's d+ 
structim of feudaIism required jusecatlon for an attack upon 
ancient and sanded  forms of rule, and also required the partid- 
1s 
pation d masses of p p l e  of small ar d no 
L bo overcome the ower of the aristocracy and The &st deve pmmt-the ap- of the modern d t y  
of nation and idea of natimallsm-meant: that the &pv 
became nationd rather than personal. That is, for mpl. ,  France 
existed In French mem and French women; they make up France, 
they are F'rance. Which is another way of sayfng that Francs is 
not that which is reached and dominated by the sword of 
XIV, which had been the meaning of M s '  insistence: The State, 
I an the State." Louis there was denouncing the newfangled 
concept of natbdity-that France is not but is the French 
people- 
This tendency to repudiate the personal quality of S e g n t y  
was r e i d o d  by tbe tactical and political needs of the bour eoisie 
in laading the revolution against f e d d m  That elass itset had 
to justify its own dernanh for sovereignty, and in this direct way 
tended to make it9 character plural; at the same time, q*g 
mass asistartoe, such aid was justified and obtained on the bash 
of mass participation in sovereignty. True, from the earliest times, 
this baqeohe4vm when revolutionary-was sorely troubIed as 
to bow far the masses might @; how seriously they mi@ take the 
idea of sbaxing in actud sovereignty; and how &cult would be 
the matter of cmkrolng them, with their vast numbers, once the 
feudal system was destroyed. This fear permeated the revolutions 
in Eumpe during the 17tb and 18tb centuries; it was present in wi: 
own American Revolutim. Tbh Is the meaning of Gouvemeur 
Momis' warning, in 1774, that he feared whme the revolutionary 
M g s  might end. *For the masses," said M d ,  "this is a red 
dawning and m e f m  that ere noon, they will bite." Morris meant 
that they would bite not only the British overllwds, which would 
be all right, but that they would bite the propertied in America, 
tm, and that was not all right. 
From this anti-feudal revolution developed the modem am- 
t d popular sovereignty, really a verbal paradox, reflecting a Ztid d u t i o n  undoing canturiw c ti on and practice 
where the Sovereign was divine and individual, and where tbe 
point of his sovereignty was that he ruled mw the popu2ace. Now, 
with the a n t i - f d  revolution, came forward the idea not of 
swemignty as EKing personal and being displayed in its donha- 
tim over the people, but of sovereignty as being multiple and 
consisting, pperIy, in rule by, for, and on behalf of the people. 
True it f that tbis rmIution was not one that ddhged the 
private ownership of &e m e a ~  of pduction. It was not 0118, 
therefore, wbi& cballmged the basic i h  af the h c t h  of tbe 
State-to protect such prqerty relationships. Hence there per- 
sisted, in &is fmt ppunding d the mnoe% Or by the pqle ,  a limiting feature in the dehition of w o constituted the 
people. The ple were those with property; $or clearly, still, 
the purpose government was the pectioll  of pmprty- Hence, 
that meant 
r 
against the rapacity of b e  without prop- 
erty-unci hqab1e as thsg w m .  Hence, too, &at 
meant that d y  those with property 
the exercbi3 of gov-a 
e e d  who were the people; the remainder of the population 
were iahabitanb, rddents, maws, but not people. 
T h i s p o s e d a n a w h r l r i d d l e f o r t h a ~ d a n s d t h e n e w  
order; a riddle never answered succeddy by adherents of that 
d e r ,  The riddle is this: given the concept of popular sovereignty 
and the fact that most inhabitan& did not sass the means of 
pduction, bow s h d  we mplrs sure that ~ n r j m i t y  does not 
use the idea of popular sovereignty to insist upon b i r  right to 
exercise @tical power? And then, if they do so insist and since 
they are a majority, how a n  they be ke from using that majority 
t o g a i n p f i t i ~ p o w e r a n d ~  G Stabefromwbatithm 
always been-namely an instrument for tbe prmmation of the 
private ownership of the means of production-into its opposite, 
into an instrument for the ebimtion of the private mership 
of the means of production? 
No one more dearly expressed this dilemma than the Father 
of the American Constitutim, James Madison; and he, efkr pndm- 
ing it from aU angles came to the conclusion that it was insoluble 
would with the passing of the 
in 183% E7 t within one mtury the 
be. reached in the effort to resoh thfs 
diIeumm That is, Madison ve capitatism until about 1983, when 
it would be, he thought, P$ ace to face with fmdd mbis. James 
Madison was mmarkably astute; the fourth President never mom 
clearly demonstrated hfs astuteness than when he made that 
mhecy- 
II: Oa the Theory of Political Parties 
When sovereignty was ~ o u a l ,  pdltial e, oths than 
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t b s t ~ l j n g t h a C r o w n , ~ h s l d ~ b s e d t t i o u s ~ d , ~  
f o m , d e s t i y n o t t o b e p e " ' U W ~ ~ e o f t h e n e ~  
Of a Waal p a s t y e  qanhttion ob like-minded people se~ 
tophStatepowerinatderto~l ishcertainpwpose3 
by them to b d great oonsequence. If, Lf,, 
 
-?P is to my, state power, belonged to the Monarch, then early no 
ppup of legPLly muld wxk togdmr for the pl.poss d 
7 - g  
su power for themselveg or their m. 
t is for this reawn that in En P wherethepoweroE feuhhm was h o l m  ht, the m erp p l i t i cd  party did not 
until the middle of 
thiefefP 
Sueh an opposition party, however, did appear in 18th century 
Enghd, no matter what the extant political themy was d no 
mataea how intense was the w i t i o n  to ib appearan= on the 
part of the Crown, because with the mashing d feudalism in 
En&d, the bomgeoki~ insisted on making that vim safe by 
acquiring dominatim over the State apparatus. Hence, since in 
fact the m& political party refsultecb from and v e n t e d  tbe 
existence of different cIasses with varying and often 00nWcting 
inkrmts, the rise d a merantile and industrial b a q d s h  in 
d meant that tbat &s would insist on organizing politfdy 
wi the purpoge of taking the power d d n g  state policy out 
Oftbhandsofthefandedarist~anrl l theContrt~.  
Y e  given the themy of sowmignty Inhering In dm 
the Kink and the whole sh- of government in Engcd"L 
respwding to that thewy, such a development obviously d d  
emmtmm S M  ideological and Orpnht imal  Fn* What happened was that the objective s d  dty- the  ise 
ofdm ' ' @ced de fact0 opposition parties. The 
Cawt m=ldldas sought to s o h  this development by 
charging that it was unpdented  and dmmight seditious. The 
bourgmdsb sought to manufacture precedents by referenee to 
"rights of Engbshmen'' enunchted under quite Merent circum- 
stances, and to overcome the charge of sedition by swearing their 
loyalv to the &in@ person, while seeking to alter the legal 
ture by edarging the powers of Parliament. 
The s t m d u d  alteration was acoomplished-helped along wn- 
ddemb by the s u m  of the Ammcm 2 ReYolutlm-by the last years Gmrge m's rdgn, and the madern 
with its Rime Minister and Cabinet, date 
& d o g i d  adjustment aceompmied thfs sodal and d=qp 
and js most promjnentfy wmdated with the name ob Edmund 
Burke. It is Burke who developed mast 
for tbe akteme of multiple parties, 
posed to be wldng exclusive domination ovm state 
As we have indmtd, &&I 7 s  took s 
and from the lMh though much of the 18th cmturies it was 
-panid by fearful hshbili~ in Engliph b and 
by mu& violence: most Rlme M i n L t a  of Enw- d y  
two hundred year pexiod were removed h office by trial d 
amhumtion, sdering either execution, long i m ~ ~ t ,  or 
d e .  
the State and civilhtion-with both resting upon the F t e  own- yJ of the means of production. Any political party or groupdng did not agee to them fundamentals would not be a h a  
fide litical party, but would rather be a seditious ~~. & British, with their gamiw for institutimdkhg things, 
tutI43mkd tbis soIution, m. It appears in the exishce of the 
ruling party* The Govewment-and the leading mindty 
-ss Her Majesty's Most Lnyal Opposition. Everythfng is cspd b!Ex 
propex, This d k s  itsel£ furthez in the fact 
of Parliament are paid by the State a higher 
saiary than all other Membem-cme is the Prime Mbhter, who is 
paid for his servioes as Her Majest>Js First Minister; the 
ofher is The Leader of Her M a w s  Loyal Opposithm, who is 
for his duties as that M e r ,  and who is assumed to be 
orming necessary functions far the stability of Her Realm an of p"" 
civihtim by leading tbe (tactical) Oppition. 
r- 
The American Experience 
Wbat t the original attitude towards politid F e s  when 
s m  is achievd in establishing a republic based upon the w- 
ereignv of the le? If political pcrwer Is held, in fact, by the 
p@e, how in EZy ean several partk legitimately exist, if &e 
purpose of a political party is to obtain state power? The answer 
was that such partias d not legitimately exist; that was d y  
the attitude of the Founding Fathem. It was held that the existence 
af political +BP in England x e f h t d  the amuption and tyran- 
n i d  character oE that government against which the c o ~ ~  
had rebelled successfully. For if the peopfe were in power, then a 
politid arty seeking power could only be counter-revolutionary, 
Le., owl f only seek to undo the mereign of the pp le .  x On this same reasoning, the ori&inaI eory d dammacy was 
that it would exist on the bask not of diversity of opinion, but 
rather on the basis of ummhity of oa This unanimity would - 2r hfrmn&ecommoninterestd  d f r o r n t h e s h m o f  all 
in the exercise of political power. For this reason, too, it was 
assumed that the existence of political arties in a d-c 
republic w d d  be anadmmhtic and/or ' e g d  
This is wh there is no mention of politid e e s  in the 
W t u t i o n  d 3: e United Statas. This is why politid parties as 
such were in poor repute in the 18th and early 19th centurim 
in the United States. This is why President Washington, in his 
last Message to Cangess, warned against the appmmce of 
"factionsm~ synmymn then for parties-as threatening the very 
existence of the Fiepublic. This is why, when Jefferson went abut 
organking his political opposition to Hamilton, and of come did 
it in the fonn of a political party, he did this secretly and bwnd 
his friends, like James Madjscm, to the keeping of that secrecy. 
This n why one does not find the open acknowIedpt of the 
existence of political p t i e s  as such in the United S t a b  util  
M10, when the &st explicitly labelled national convention of a 
politid party was held-and that was the ItISstford ConwntI011 
which marked the demise of the F* Party. 
Related to the concept of manhnity40 far as the politid 
base of the new republic was concerned-was the ' ' 
Constitution guaranteeing to each State a 
g o v ~ t  For the Founders, a government based upon the 
sovereignty of the people had to be republican in form. But in 
the p a n t e e  of such a form we have a paradox. The p m a k  is 
that the same document which asserts the sovereignty of the people 
simul~aneously insists that the form of government for each of the 
States must be republican-that is, here is a provision prohibiting 
the sovereign people, who, being sovereign, presumab1y are d- 
potent-horn destroying the R blic. This means that the pph, 
while sovereign, are saying, un "f;" er the Constitution, that they ma 
not have any h of government other than republican, whi I 
is to say, they are forbidden to have a monarchy-the alternative 
dmest at hand and the form just recently rdut ionkd.  Monarchy 
was a form, let it be noted, that might very well have come into 
being in America, for the English Crown had not given up, at that 
time, its hope of undoing the American Revolution; wr were them 
missin h Ammican life Tories and monarchists, some d &ern, 
indeed in high military and pohtid circh. 
This prohibition is quite absolute; it holds no matter how large 
a number of people in any 'cular State, might want something 
else. If, for btance, 95% o 9" the people of New Ymk State shoufd 
h i r e  that Mr. Dewey be their King, and if they proceeded to 
install the af-d gentIemm as King Tom, the United States 
w d d  be required by the Constitution to fmbid this course, evem 
if that required the use of form a t &e overwhelming majority 
of presumably deluded New Yor fz 
While this sounds absurd today, since the restoration of mon- 
archy in the United Stam is not a danger, the th- behind it 
exists and remains valid. Thus, for instance, it forms the heart 
af dm P o t s h  Treaty teaminating World War II; there the A l k  
pledged that the German people were to have a free form of 
overnment, and that they d d  choose any form of g-t icy wishd ex fascist. %t is, if 90% d the German peopb 
wanted a fascist % of government, they - not to be free 
to choose me. This prohibition was made in the name of advandng 
k d ~ ~  the ph&itiw does advance freedom, and it h the failure 
iu enforce that prohibition which has damaged the cause of hmnan 
M o m .  
Size and Homogeneity 
Tbete remain two parti& features d the Ameriean experi- 
ence at the r ublic's founding that me especially relevant to a 
mnsidera~on $ the nature of freedom. Both involved the queatioa 
of b e  feasibility and the durability of re ublicandemoaatic gov- 
mment and both had appeared constan $ y in the classical litera- 
ture on political science. These were the insistence, in the f ist  
place, h t  such government was possible only within a small 
geugrapbica1 area and amon a homogeneous population; and, in 
the second place, that even w 8, ere such territorial and demogra hie 
requfremenb were met, such government would not last P ong 
b u s e  of an allegedly immutable tendency towards the am- 
centration of power in the bands of smaller and smaller groups of 
men, until the democratic-republican form of governtne~~t had 
hmfomwd into an olrgarchy and a tyranny-whereupon, 
possibly, went the classical literature, the whole cyde might start 
revo1dug 
The Revolutionary Fathers of the American Fkpublic were 
aware, of course, of these arguments; and those among them who 
d e n *  desired the preservation of the democratic-repubIimn 
form worked out an answer to both, the two parts of which were 
as inter-reIated as were the two diEculties. In both, Thomas Jef- 
ferson and James Madison were especidy prominent. 
~ ~ i t e  boldly, it was argued that far from vast size being an 
-able barrier to the eredion of a viable xepub&can form of 
gw-t, the enormow size of the infant republic would be a 
s- d sben and would help make it possible for the infant 
m reach add p ood. The theory was that while pure and direct 
*vobviously would r &given limitatims on travel 
and ~ u n i ~ ~ t i o n - v e r y  &mite 3 politid entities, on the styh 
of the ancient Greek dtysta-, this would not be true for a repub 
U~~ndemacracy, where indirection through the method of repre- 
smtation would replace direct democratic government. 
For that type of $""" a t ,  great expense would be an advantage, in terms o durability, fox-especMy in the United 
States, where the great size was awmpanied by marked sectional 
and r e g i d  dihrences-it would make impossible the concentra- 
I2 
?ion of wer in one psrbi& ruea to such a degree as to wt- 
weigh tE strength of t6e othe. arm. ~ n d  just as t6e w y  size 
would make unwho1~some concentration of pohtid pow= 
difEcult, so the great variation in the nature of the numerous 
sections also would make such concentration quite d h l y .  
The two features combin4 then, would seem to make re9son- 
ably aertain the impossibility of such a concentration of power 
la any one geographical area as to threaten the existence of the 
democratic-republican form. The political structure which wwld 
reflect and express the advantages flowin 
and the marked sectional divergencies wo f""rt"" d be the f eaaI one, 
with the multiple form of sovereignty existing in the mvdgnty 
of each of the States and the sovereignty of the central govean- 
ment in matters concernin the whole nation, as such. 
The defense against unw % ohsome concentration of power which 
geography dered would be enhanced by the fact that them was 
a widespread dispersion of different and often anta onistic, or 
at least rivaling, economic elasres-as planters, sm& farma, 
m m c h t s ,  hancisrs, industriakts, fur-traders, hhermen, e k -  
whose diversity would militate against soda1 concentration of 
power, just as geography ditated against area concentration. 
This would be strengthened; further by the diversity of national 
origin and religious backgrounds of the people makin up the 
American nationality, which, again, from the demograpfic view- 
point, wuld  reinforce the tendency towards the dispersal of 
political power already present geographically and economically. 
Notice that nothing in the above considerations contradicted 
the fundamental assumption of politid theory, namely, that gw- 
ernments existed for the purpose of presewhg ~~ 
and &at, &erefore, the governors were the propertfed 3 2  
governed were the propertyless. The problem of tyranny was the 
problem of the concentration of power in the hands of one dement 
among the propertied and the use of such power to violate the 
h-ts of other propertied groups; against this, the c?ermacratic 
republic would assure some protection. The problem of anarchy 
was represented by the sednue of power by the n o n - p p e d d  
This was a d c  in that it violated the classically-postulated 
purposes of government; government so transformed became nm- 
government. That is to say, it became anarchy, and against tbat 
all men of property, no matter of what M--t.s., alI rnen of rmpe* 
ability and of g o d  sense-dd be united. 
The Rewrlutionary Fatheas felt that these federal ammgemmts 
d be he1 too, in mt-g the allegedly inhmmt 
tdency  of Eatierepubliran govemmnb to+ p@er  
and greater concentration af political power into fewex and f e w  
hands until oligarchy But there was another device 
which they felt also in preventing that concmtrath 
of power which all attempts at dmmmafh 
rule. And the Fa& believed that this might work d 
awn acute awareness of the a t b c t i m  h t  power held "5""" or those 
of mortal 3esh-m awareness that they heguently e x p r d  in 
language too long neglected by the twentieth cenry. 
Tbis devise was the system of ch& and b a h c ~ ?  and the 
qamtion of powers which were made fundamental featum of 
the cclnstitutlox1al struchue of the United States. It was thought 
that making each of the three elements of government--executive, 
Iegislativa, judicial-independent of each other and oo-equal in 
er would sewe to p a t  the conceatration of pow= Into the 
Eds of one clique or one man-and the man es+y feared 
in the Iight of eightemth century experience was the lbemdve. 
In a&tion to this separation, there was the system of check 
and balances d a t e d  in the two-house legislature with the 
concurrence d eacb necessary fm the passage of a law, and then 
the need of Executive approval, or, if vetaed, the ovemdng of 
this veto hp img  a two-thirds wte. Such mangemenb, it was 
fek made the appearance of tyranny, specially in the guise then 
kt-hown, f .~. ,  mwarcby, as nearly impsible  as human ingenuity 
d d  devise. 
Once again, the Fathers had in mind not only the prevention 
of tyranny, as &they &stood it, but also of d y ,  as they 
mhtood, and fmd, that. Hence, both the federal structure 
md the system of check3 and balances made very Ucul t  the 
effective exercise of real politid power by the masses of the 
le who did not E ress the means of productioa But * too, was a go if  tio ore publican gwernment were 
to endure, for tbe &st object of government as s u c h 4  govern- 
ment, no matter what its form-was the protection of the private 
~ e s i m  of the means of production, a basic arrangement h e  
t-g all hitherto existing forms d udimtloa 
It is worth noling that this latter urpose has been expressed P often in the literatuw however, the orma purpose, the preven- 
tfon of -7, bas been lsss fully comprehended and less often 
noticed. The two h e n t s  were pmnt togetk, however, as was 
mtud for a bourgeoisie whfch had just led in a Ilatlonal and 
anti-coIonial revolution, whih, with great mass support and par- 
ticipation, had e t e d  the British thmne. 
As the maturing d apitahrn into monopoly capibhm and 
impridism makes more and more anachronistic and jnbibiting 
the private ownership of the means of ~ m - g i v e n  the in- 
creasing s o d a h t i o n  of the method of production, and the mwnt- 
hg objediom of the coIwialpeop1-the assumptim of rule by 
and for the prc+hd, in the fa- of the theory of popular sw- 
erei jl becomes more and more hpdble  to reconcile. Janw 
Ma&- we $ready noted-therefore projected that capdhkm 
would be able to last, in its bourgeoi~demmmtic bq until. dm 
mid-hbtk of the twentieth century; then, paedictgd the Fathm 
of the U.S. Cunstitudon, it would face a crisis of w p e d m t e d  
and pmbably hohble dimensions. 
Implicit in the system of d e c k  and balanoes is the cunaept 
of the benign nature of the gwanment itself-meanfng the par- 
ticular, new, government set up as a result of the suaces$ul 
revolution In the New Worfd. This repmented an h p r b t  break 
with the tditfonal idea of government being nw&ted  because 
of the vilIainy d manldnd, and that therefore dI gowmment, 
in its origin, was attainted. Actually, the break was not complete, 
in the sense that this new government was still held to be- 
assumed to be, in fa-+ govanmat of and by the pmpedied foa 
their protection; and the protection was needed because of the 
villainy of men-especially men without property, Sdl,  there was 
p e n t ,  in the xwb of the United S t a b  go- dais i e h  
of its being benign. 
Hemce, given the system of checlcs and balances, the govern- 
ment itself is red as an i m p d  and paternal judge. This chisless attitu toward the government, which has been and f 
so -k& a characteristic of American 
white Amerians, at any rate-owea mu cIP* of ib viaW9 ta the 
manner in which thls g w e m t  was created It was, in fact, the 
product of a po ar revolution; and its present form was the 2 result oh reason debate among very able and patriotic gentlgmm. 
It was, in fact, to a large w e e ,  the product of popular a- 
ment (or, at leasf acquiescence); and it was, when thus e b -  
lished, the most advanced and most demomatic g-t in 
existence, It maintained-with good objective --this eph- 
t6aa for sume gmeirations, with the only major blotch on that 
mputation being the existence of chattel slavery. But then, since 
the slaw were Negms, the concept of radsm was both necessary 
and h d y  for the retention of the view of the gwernment as being 
really ppda' and really devote4 impdally, to the welfare of 
all Its cftizens. 
Parti&ly si-t was the manner in which the form of the 
US. govmnmmt was created; that is, through &bate and lebiscite. 
This seemed m con&m the New Wmld Republic as %e living 
d&iment of the Age of Fbamn. And, since it was held that the 
desmctim of feudalism ushered in a socio-ecommic system that 
really oormpded to the requhmenEs of na-that redly 
was not d c i a l  at all-it seemed especially fitting that the idant 
mlutionary Republic should deliberately go about creating a 
govmmmtal structure that a h  reftected the triumph of mason 
over supastition, and therefme, of freedom over tyranny. 
111: Bourgeob Concepts of Freedom 
fiet us inquire into the meanin of freedom as conveyed h the 
ritm~ture on the subjm @uce f in the anme d the replace- 
ment of feudalism by capitalism and in the generations which 
have seen the pwth and maturing of capitalism. 
Fht, it is of the greatest importance to see that when capitabm 
fadahm, advocates of the change and adherents aE 
the new system insisted that both represented the triumph of 
reason and, hence, of freedom, Capitalhm-tbat is to say, the h 
markat, the s p b m  of free entqrise, the contrsctual agreement 
h l y  entered into by c+equd participants, the supremacy and 
immuterbii of the law of supply and demand, the nics mamma 
fn which the allegedly innate desire for persond a dizement 
fitted h with the acannplhhment of human mgress, e guarantee i r ina l l th ipfhafmeri twwldberdedan flrckof itpenallzed-- 
this system, ea talism, it was heldy was not meally a social system 
i the sense o V' any kind of man-made construct but was rather 
the achievement fn human relations of the reasonable and natural 
order of things. The law of supply and: demand was as constant 
and ars natural as the law of gravij.; the whole functioning of 
free enterprise and the unencumbered market was as inexorable 
and as natural as the coming and going of the ti&. 
The Age of Faith marks the era of feudalism; the Age of Remm 
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m b  the era of capitalism. This reason, whicb was the hahmrk 
of the new scien-itself the instrumentdity for the development 
of that techni ue so consequential to the rise a d  a F o B  of 
capitalism to its defeat of feudahm-t~as held to have id- 
urnphed not only in matters of physics and astr~mrm)r, but a h  
in matters of politics and ecm~omics. 
~ ~ ~ m e n h a n a e d b y t h e f a c t t h a t c a p i ~ w a ~ : i n m M -  
lion against the statusconcentrating, dosed, mgdatwy fe 
what it sou t was ebbation of aII d d d  regukbtw and the P free play o the newly discovered laws d plitia a d  ecmmih. 
Hence, Z a ~ e z - ~ - l e a v e  things alone, now that we have things 
m g e d  in their natural way. 
The h t  component, then, af the mmpt d hedm in dm 
classical bourgeois outlook, is to see freedom as the a* of 
reshint. Freedom is viewed negatively; I do not m- by this, 
of course, that it is demeaned. On the mkq, it is highly v a l d  
1 mean only that M o r n  is viewed in terms d what p n u m m t  
may not do; it is viewed in terms of oppositfon to 
the exercise af power. Thus, Lord Mmley, one the kmmt 
analysts of the probrem d freedom among h e  operating outside 
the Marxist view, in a work mevised by himself as late as 19&f, 
emphasized that 'Iiberty is not a podtive foroe," and spoke of 
"liberty, or the absence of  don, showing dearly that he felt 
the two ideas to be syn~nymous.~ 
Thus, w& freedm is held to mean the absence of rastralnt, 
this absence appIies to tbe utkm of the government; it is they 
who are free to the extent tbat they enjoy an ahence of *t. 
This carried with it a mHary, namely, the necessity to redmdn 
the government-to delimit its power. So, the a k c e  of govern- 
mental tyranny derim out of a refrained ent. And, at 
times, the existence of such rmaint  is 
with a bee society, or with the exIstenoe of li Thus, 
Acheson, tbe former Secretary of State, 
(Summer, I=), deckres that "the rights of Englishmen . . . were 
specific and detded restraints upon power-+ rather p a d m i d  
p i n g  of rights as deriving h m  restraints, but again emp-g 
*i& Viscount M o r v  On C m n  (WE Library edit., 189S. 
Srd fmpmsion, London, W, P. ) In a f w b m b  at this Morley 
slated that "there is a sense" "in which liberty b a pogittvs km; bat im 
w e m t r m t o w r i t a t b a t i t ~ e ~ i a t h a t t u a b r a d n J r ~ m ~ . "  
the- negative quality of the rights, or the negative d t y  of free- 2 dom Hence it is that in the classical enuuciatim f r d h s ,  the 
Blll of Ri ts in the U.S. Constitution, one hds  that these Eugh~ 
am & m enumeration. o i  those tbiogs wfi* tho g0v-t 
is forbidden to do. 
l E e  concentration in this assumes the eviI nahue of power; it 
erssuma~ that the foe of freedom is power. This is not a h-fetched 
assum tion when one remembeas the historid record as to-the 
urss of-. But the fact that it ir m prmPtion a d  is so deeply 
ingrained in one's thinking, sometime makes it an ikm that we 
do not really tbink about Note, Wever, again, the ersmmptb 
of the evil q d t y  of political power; from this follows tbe axiom 
t h a t t o t h e e x t e n t m c h p o w e r i s ~ ~ ~ M t o t h a t e x t e n t i s ~  
at; id&, to that extent is there an absence of restraint upon 
ese ptulates work and are meant to work onIy if a fun&- 
mental propsition is adhered to. That f-mdamental w o n ,  
we repeat, is that the basic inpdient: of civilization is the private 
owrmship of the means of productiq for the 
the govmunent and the state exist. The w rc?-l le point Of of the 
suprkity d ca italism is that it rov3des a system, allegedly, for 8 the natural an u n e n c u m ~  L o n i n g  of privatepprty 
ownershi Hence, since that system bas been discovered--91 truth 
found, % gravity-the less government, the better. Indeed, with 
such a system, government itself is but a m c w q  evil. 
It is necessary because the paor we always have with us, thew 
am the hapable ones, those without ability, without merit; hence 
these are the p and they are without owners of the rnm 
"F uction. n e y  will h e  by the grace of 23 and the p e a  of ose better and mom meriMous oaes who do possegs the means 
of produdon; and fm them, government is necessary, It is mcee 
to see to it that they do not, in their ignorance, avarice, and 
L e s s ,  d-y the social  order, destroy civihtion. It is needed, 
also, to see that no one element or group among the pmprtid 
so far forget t h d v e g  as to seek to usurp all power for them- 
se lw  in d e r  to enrich themselves at & expense of others own- 
ing propegre With thig arrangement, the government will 
both tyranny and anarchy; a just government will prevd 
even the balance wheels of a natural political economy, 
by reason and blessed by Gcd. 
Freedom Purely Political 
~ n a d d i ~ b t h e i h o f t b e r ~ o f ~ a n d t h e ~ e ~ l ~ ~  
of d t  upon citizens, very ;m-t to the "* 
of freedom was its limitation to matters of polith. is, &si- 
ally, heedom is purely political; it has no relewum to the em- 
n d c .    hi sf oh as amatterofcmrseifone a c q b  t h e w  
that a italism is  economic freedam; that ~~pttahmn is &e achieve 
msnt oqresson in ma- of eCOPamY. h e p i n g  tbir View maLas 
mischievous at best and tyrannical at worst any meddhg with, 
any regulating of, the emnomy. 
This view had in the seveuteenth a d  eightesnth centraies 1- 
inoonsisbcies than it appears to have today--at least to 
E? 7 -use in b e  centuries the fact that gwernmen obBgatlon was the security of WM hdtu- 
tiwafized in that only the 
in seIecting those who 
proptied were allowed 
Nevertheless, the ptency of this idea remains great even in so 
devehpd a bo~~geoisdemoaatic republic as the United S t a b .  
Thus, it is sdl l  generally assumed that one's own b W ~ s  r d y  
is his own; again, there I.lemains a quite grudging acapmrn d 
any kind of regufato'y enactment, whether for the safety of the 
workers or the purity (or, at least, harmlessness) of the product 
W n  from tho business. And the whole process of labor mWms J is s hew to be fundamentall outside the ken d wemment, 
with government intervening when matters of po % lie d t y  
become involved, or when it appears as an arW* m 
amanger. The impact d the idea is reflected, also, in the per- 
with which matters of health and social welfare are d e d  to 
the mercies of private medicine or "charity." 
Inequality and Freedom 
The concentration upon the purely political carrieg over to the 
very formal nature bf the idea of equality in bourgeois freedom. 
Here the uality was a matter of law only; it did aot extend fully 
even into "b e politid realm insofar as those Without s&dent 
property were debarred from participating in the selection of state 
&am or from holding d m .  In addition, in bourgeois tlaeorjr, 
the existence of hequality in rnattws of m a t e d  posedm was 
held to be a proof of the edstenae of a free government. I do not 
mean to say that it was hdd that the existence d rich md poor 
was itself proof of the absenoe of tyranny; of course, this was not 
the b i e a l  view, and of ooufte it was well known that rich and 
poor had existed with political ranny. 
But it was held in classi 9 bourgeois political theory that a 
h government would be one in which ability and lack of it 
would have free reign; it was also held that the presence or 
a h a c e  of weaItb was the basic determinant of the existence or 
absmw of ability. Hence, it h h d  that where one had a free 
government, and a natural economic order-I.e., capitdism-one 
would have, witbout any inhibition, the fullest play d abilities; 
therefme, a free government wtdd be one in which inequality in 
momic  term would be present. Economic inequality, then, was 
a hallmark of the dstence of political freedom, which is to say 
freedom, for freedom was only poIitid. 
Basic, then, to the bourgeois concept of freedom were: 1) cap- 
talism as a natural system of political economy; 2) the absence of 
governmental mtraint; 3) the presence of restxaint upon gown- 
ment; 4) p e r  as essentially evil and requiring control if freedom 
is to exist; 5)  freedom has relevance only to the political, not to 
& economic; 6) the existence of economic inequality as a hallmark 
of and a necessary consequence of freedom. 
There are three more important components d the bourgeois 
concept of freedom that require development. These are, to state 
them d y ,  ht ,  the idea of spontaneity as being an essential 
element of freedom; secand, the concentration upon individualism 
as vital to freedom; and, third, the strain of eliteism that runs 
h g h  this pmentation of freedom. Let us consider each of 
thw. 
Spontaneity 
Spontaneity is viewed as important to freedom in the sense 
that when action is fortuitous it is devoid of compulsion, restraint 
and regulation. W e  speak of being as *free as tho wind"; of being 
"free and easy.* The idea stems from the rebellion against the 
=@tory character d feudalism, and from the idea of capitalism 
as being a naturaI system, functioning automatically, properly and 
reasonably, if d y  Ieft done. From this it is but a step to h i s t  
""Y t a n e i t y i t s e l f i s o f t h e m ~ ~ ~ f f r e & b l . T h i s  t p p  t i c t h y  true whae, as ininbourgeois theory, power itself is v i d  
with exbeme hostility; ham, the planned or organized of 
mnirol or direction-the opposite of sptaneijr--must be the fm 
of freedom. 
There is, a b ,  in the concentration u n spon-ty, a r d b  
tion of philoso b i d  idealism with its L of rnaterla~~ based 
and s t r u d Y  induced muses as being fundamemtal sovrcg 
accounting for economic, sdd, and political phenomena. This 
also follows uite lo ally from the view of capitalism as being 
a nntunl orjer; it E s  the added virtue of maing abnvd a 
irrelevant pposals for social change of a ra&cal nature. 
The emphasis upon individualism a h  hlloys very logically 
from a11 the padates of the bourgeois theory of freedom. If 
c~pitaIism is a natural or&, h h - f c d r e  is proper; if habezfabe 
is propar then it is 4every man for himself: fn a system that is self- 
adjusting and runs itsel-like any other natural thing--and one 
must expect to "sink or swim,P YOU must *stand on y w r  OW^ feet"; 
no one "owes you a living; you have to "make your own pile.'' 
You may even have to lx ruthless; cextahdy you will haw to b 
and want to be "rugged." 
Everything, then, is individually centered; the widest pogsible 
extension meriting a val is responsibility for one's family. It is 
not P far s t e p  from% to the gldcation of one's -pl-," 
and to the pursuit of such personalized pleasures as being the 
p r p e  and the sod of life. R e h c  o h  some muting d fhk; 
but even there, salvation is an In dual ma-. 
This, too, is related to the early amcept of politid a c e  aa 
being a source of self-enriht--something hstitutioflalized, for 
instance, in seventeenth and eighteenth oentury England, in the 
American "spoils system," and in the American meaning of the 
word, "politician." There is, in fact, a stark ambigufty in the whole 
idm of public servant in a society geared to seIf-enrichment as 
being of the essence of tha organism. Related to that is the idea 
that failures move into areas of such senice-incomptents, as 
teachers, for if you how you do, and if you do not know then you 
teach- ministers, who m out of this world and rather efkdmte 
anpay, and those on the pubIic payroll, who are ne'er-dwveIls 
and h p c m  and emand boys for the hevitable "M shots." 
r i p o w  pewtation of thjs outlook was mad. in th. work 
entitled Whut Socfol Cham Owe to Each OtRsr, written by the 
eminent h n e r h n  sociologist, W h  Graham Sumner, in the late 
W s .  Mr. Sumner, for many years a professor at Yale University, 
and p"hap" b t  known for his book, F-s, pfoduced in the 
bt-mentioned work-which sold very well in its day, by the way- 
a full-sde defense of complete individualism. 
~h mntent of Sumner's book is indicated in the reply its author 
made to the question posed in his title; asking what social classes 
4 to each &er, Sumner replied: "Nothinggm Back some seventy 
, sociologists had not yet developed the sophistiated 
of denying the existence of classes, so S m e r  accepted 
this as universally understood. But he was troubled by the wave 
of ra&&, liberalism and *d+goodism" that appeared here, 
egpecjally after the *Long Depression" of 1875-79. And he under- 
book to show that given the natural and inevitable quality of 
apitdkm, m y  tampering with the way in w W  wealth was 
dIsm'buted, or any infringement upon the absoIute inviolability 
of pqedy rights was utterly wrong-headed and d d  lend only 
to d k s b r .  The poor were poc~r because they were inef6dent, 
or stupid, ur o t h d e  defective; and the rich were rich b u s e  
they wera the e t e  of the p. Any attempt to undo the 
working of nature in the economic and social spheres would result 
in increased dering, d d  be unjust, and could only be highly 
transitmy because no matter what was done M c i a l l y ,  ab' 
and quality would tell and fairly soon the rich wwld be ri 
again and the poor would be poor again. 
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It is this kind of thinking which made the misapplication of 
Damhim to society so attractive to adherents of capitalism and 
p d d  a Sd-Damin i sm whose history has been ably chon- 
icled by James Bert Loeweraberg and others. 
A logical extension of all this is a 6rm commitment to eliteism. 
Efiteism is organic to all swieties marked by the private pses ion  
of the means of uction; it is basic to dominant thking where- 
ever chw-stra P ' cation exists. In apiialim it is espBcidy strong, 
because t h e  nature allegedly has ~umphed and so those who 
a r e o n ~ m u s t b e o n t o p n o t b e c a u s e o f c a s t e ~ ~ ~ a n o e o r  
other &cia1 cuntrivances, but because of sup lor  abiliv. IIezloe 
has been achieved the true aristocracy and tbe naturaI elite-dl 
the more convinced of their being a h a  fide elite because they 
are supposed to be "self-madeu and redly the victors in a " f d ~  
contest." The eliteism, so marked a feature af capitalism, is furCher 
intensified by the racism that has been m t e d  with the d e d p  
merit and growth of capitahq and m y  with paesent* 
capitalism or imperiaLism. 
Capitaljsm in fact has been b c t e r i z e d  by this dual &a 
There is, fksk the internal, where those who ~ O B S H S  the msans af 
production and who effectively dominate the society are held to be 
superior to the rest of the population, making up the vast majority, 
There is, second, the external, camped of the h k a  peopla 
of the earth (in particular instances, as in our own country, this 
can simultaneously be internal, too) who are referred to as the 
%chard'@ peoples. 
The darker ones are to produce raw materials for sale at prks 
others administer and shipped in mveyan- othens own and 
marketed at prices others set; and they are not to produce finished 
products of their own, but rather are to 
advanced areas, again under terms set by 
These peoples, being over"tp1oited, are the u n m  
the underdevelopment is to be char ed not to the expoitath, "p"." 
but to themselves, and is to be a proof of their hderidv. Thpt is, 
the very feature that accounts for the exploitative W d  is 
fastened upon as the souroe not of the exploitation, but of?& 
bacbahese .  
With this external eliteism, and its especialfy marked exploioita- 
tion, some of the intensity of the c0dic.b threatening the horrse 
order ma be diluted That is, on the basis of the mper+oitati~n 
d the Aka, colonial peoples, relatively higher standards may 
be permitted for our "own iaferior ons. And these reladvely 
higher standards will apply not d y  to standards of living, but 
also to political practices. Pertinent is the remark made by Mrua: 
in a letter to Engeh, written May 23, 1856, soon after the writer 
had returned from a tour of Ireland: Y . . w e  already d m  
here that the so-called 11herty of En+h citizens is based on dm 
oppression of the coIaniesP 
~t is coincidental that the development of borngeois demo& 
racy the M r n  of enfranchisement of the non-propertied 
with the development of imperialism. The possibility of 
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dropping some erxnromic benefits to s e l d  kyem of the *3nfedwm 
classes at home, makes p i b l e  also dm ~~ent of thek 
am also closely tied 
the elite is umcerned. 
Bythesametolten,tbebmakupuftm~bisenhancedby 
the simultaneous cracking d both layers of elitist domhthm 
That is, the revolt of the d a x h  peop1eg complements the intsrnal 
d c t s ;  their Intmdhtion in turo ~~ a mifW pace in 
the extend 
The basic point, fm p e n t  p q m m ,  is the fact that *freedomA 
in bourgeois theory and practice bas been hasically elitist and 
racist. It always has h e d  with it something of the wlFs ''fret+ 
damn" to eat the sb the freedom d the former is the death 
of the latter. In thiszdamental manner, the heedmn-mocept in 
hrgeois tbeory and pctSce always has had about it a certain 
anti-humanistic essence, undmhhbIe, of m e ,  in a theory 
expressive of the hitatims of a s o d  order s N  conftned t~ the 
phuman epoch of histmy. 
IV: The Marxist Concept of Freedom 
In contrast to the baurgeois themy of *m, &e M h t  
does not view it negtived , but rather @ M y .  That is, while 
t b ~ b o w g e m ~ d L  m fmusa upon the absence of 
ratmint upon the individual, and the presence of restraint u p  
the gowmmtmt, h terms of what it may nob do, the focus of the 
Mardst theory is opposite. It tends to view £reedwz not so much 
in term of what may not be h e ,  but r a k  in terms of what 
c a r r b e d s h d d b ~ .  
T h e ~ ~ % ~ j l o f b b u u r g ~ t h e o r y ~ f r o m i t s  
view of apitalism as a m h d  and d- salutary s t e m -  
as, indeed, that odeping of i d e k y  in which reason bas ~ u m p h e d  
and therefore one In which the laws of nature olre in rtiDn. Under such circumstances, the Ieap done the b, in 
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h i i ~  against the atate are of the ~ C B  of mrafng Em %, it is d ths utmost im-ce to remember, Mmrd 
the private ownership of the meus of production, and the saf* 
of that relationship as the essential function of the sbte 
C f t k t 3 - k  of a civnized wckty. 
The State and Power 
I n t h i s s e n s e , t h e S t a t + s o f e r a s ~ ~ & s e s a r e  
mmmd-is an evil; it k n-ary, however, in tmm af rddn- 
ing tb n m - p p d e d ,  those outside tbe ken of politb, and in 
terms of intermtiad inbranme. 
The M d t  view is albgether ~~t It s e ~ ~  a p h h m  not 
as natural and benebnt, but as dlal and d t i c .  It sees 
capialism as a p r o m v e  force, dace to the Ld&m it a*- 
places, but not as a p p s i v e  - because of its class nature 
and its exploitative m c e .  The M a d s t  view holds that the 
pivate ownmhip of dm means of pductlcm-to be axdully 
distinguished from other form of --far h m  being a hail- 
mark of civSizatitm, is the fundamental oonstituent of dl p m  
human history; and that, -dally with the intensihd sodhin 
of the relations d production, the retention of tbe h&d d 
atim becomes more and more stultifying, not 
only - eeon O f =  y, but aIso socially, ethidy, md pqehol d y .  
Heme, the M d t  view ot the State is &-orient3 * 
M d t  agrees with the classical bum colts approach which s e a  the 
%i p h i t i o n  of private propty owners p as basic to the function of 
tbe State; but evaluating such ownership in terms d y  the ap. 
posit8 of those of the bourgeoisie, the Marxist s e ~ ~  thh mmmitment 
On "x of the State as the root of its evil quality. But the Man- bt,s g the transfmmt5m bg that propmty datfonship, hd- 
taneously seela the tmdommtim of the nature of the State 
an organ for its preservation into an organ for its e l h h t h .  In 
thefolm~mse, g i v e n t h e i d e a o f t h e n a ~ ~  oftheeconomic 
fmdtim, the whoh pint of freedom wiU be the a h 0 8  d 
r-t; in the latter case, given the idea of the exptoitative nattm 
oftheeamomicf0~ll~n,thewho1epointh t eef€orttoa&me 
freedom be the a w e  s&g for the means of a k h g  that 
Ioundsrth. 
l%e bourgeoisie, having rebelled against ftxubhm and auttm 
racy and having in its awn mind, dm ha l  Elysium of a 
m b l e  d order, in conformity with natural Iaw and re!- 
wading d t  and p a n g  its absence, will be e x w d h g l y  
sus 'cious af power pw se; it will view political power as a 
d - t  to its own d e r .  The Mandst views power ~ l s o  inZ 
~ a n d ~ i t ~ ~ g u s e d t o m a i n ~ c a p i ~ m , t h e s ~  
giving power its p w t h h  amtent But the Mantist does not take 
a hostile or necessarily suspidous view of power pw s; it depands 
upon what kind of power, with what s o w q  and used far what 
mds. 
Freedom - PofiticaI and Economic 
The boqemie views M o m  as a cmcept having d y  political 
amtent; it d d e r s  economic matters as helevant to pbIem of 
freedom. This is because for the bourgeoisie, as we have empha- 
sized, capitalism is not really an economic system but is, rather, a 
naW order. Capitalism is; tor the bourgeoisie, eamomic freedom; 
its retenth require only non-iaterf-ce with its natural fune 
timing. There have been all sorts of compromises of this pure view, 
of come, in the recent: past; but these compmises d e c t  the fact 
that capitalism, being in general crisis, is therefore docporing fb 
ideology and its practice. The compromis~ do not negate the d t y  
of the basic ass tion of bourgeois theory dative to the non-eco- 
n d c  nature of ""K d m  ooncepts. 
% M- insists upon the d c i a I ,  --made, and hhtm-' 
idydenived character of capitalism; he, therefore, insists that 
-011, not freedom, characterizes the emno* of apitalism. 
Furthennore, the Marxist: views the economic subhtum of a  st^ 
ciat order as ultimately decisive for its nature; he, &erefore, holds 
bt the existence d class divisions-the orgmbtitm of society 0x1 
the h i s  of those who own and tbase who do not own the means 
ction-amms the dmnination of society by the owners, 
an "P" the s ~ t i o n  i  socie of the ownerless. 
Hence, while in bourgeois X eory, freedom has only a politid 
meaning and no relevan- to economic matlers, in Marxist theory 
h e  eeommic relations fundamentally d e t d e  scdetal 
W t i w  and content and therefore these relations have the dose& 
d o n  with the question of heedom. The problem of freedom 
to the Marxist is human and therefore s m  it is not *ply 
pliW The Marxist view being dialectical is never cornpart- 
men-; therefore, in freedom, as in everything else, it sees the 
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ques*n as a unity and as a whole, not as an abstmctim and as a 
w. 
On Equality 
bwgeois theory sees e u m d  inquality as an attribute of a 
free society. While, at its hest, this themy insists that "all ukem 
are created equal,= this idsknce is politicat, legad, fd It 3s an 
insistence that in matters of the polity, and in matters of tbe law, 
no man, bemuse of wealth, desoent, or for any 0th- reason, was 
to have an advantage (politically, legally) over mother It 
is to be noted, in the first plam, that even with€n flW 
md legal limits, this idea, even when h t  enmdatd, in 1770, 
ruled out women, and meant only white men, and in the lam in- 
stance meant free white men, not those held in indenture. And 
even with free white men, it admitted politid Wu&ty  Itn the 
existence of dfscxhhtory legislation h an eoonodc and xe- 
figiws point of view. But laving aside these exceptions-important 
as they are-and accepting the phrase as written in full, butgeo3s 
equali9, like bourgeois freedom, has appkcation only to the politid 
But, polittcal equality deriving out of the naturalness af the 
eamomy, assured the coming into bein of economic inequali 
This inequality, the r ~ u l t  of differing a % ilities, was, then, a S 
mark of a free society. Even among fhe most enli@tened and most 
revoIutionary of the bourgeois democrats-like JeEerson-who 
tended to fear the appearance of too sharp m c  inequalities 
as threatening the stability of society, what they desired was not 
the elimination of such inequality but its muting and, at mo& its 
limitation. 
In Marxist theory, economic inequality is viewed as an attnhta 
of an unfree society, Tbe emphasis upon the ~conomic as at the 
mot of sodetal reality and as at the heart of actual power, nstur- 
d y  would lead to the condemnation of economic ineqwky as 
being violative of freedom. While, then, Movgism is not q u a l i e  
in the sense of marchism-where there is no allowance for the 
development of such techaical and,mnomic deiency as to allow 
abundance, nor for incentive @or to the a& evement of the pos- 
dbiIity of such abundance and during the bandtion horn caw- 
ism to socialism-still Marxism Is basically e q d a .  It d m  
view sigdcant divergence in income with suspidon, and it h 
see this as fundamentally reffectfve of the st i l l  limited te&&pq 
snd ethim of sdalism; and its sea its dmhafion as one of the 1 W - g  features of Communism as conhsbd with s w i a h m  
The individualism so heavily emphized by meais theory 
is suspect in Marrist theory. The suspicion has twlo roots: (I) that 
the individualism is f u n d d y  a luxray of those who own tbe 
meam of production and has in it m m  irresponsibility and hedon- 
h than any red e h r t  to 
of the individual human 
of the canniballstzc and 
nature of modern Me. From tbese consideaations flow the attributes 
that C Wright MIUS has described: *the U.S.A. [is] an ow&+ 
society full, of ugly waste and the dead- of human 
M I I S  rrity, honoring ignomce and the cheerful robot, promlm *if
fng the barren d.octrine and submitting gladly, even with eagemass, 
to bhe uueasy fun of a leisurehiss and emptying ~ ~ c e . "  MnrS 
doas not Wemntiate emu$ in his description of our society, es- 
pedslly in class tmm, but I think no pexceptive p a o n  will deny 
the large element of truth in his analysis. 
Fwthmm, the individualism am&& with the mlledve 
n ~ o f ~ ~ e u a d ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 8 d e p a r t s ~  
@dple .~ ,htum,arous~lmfee l lngsof@andofe~l lu i  
or cynicism, whi& help induce anti+& patterns of behaviba 
and multiplying cases of 
The Marxist view of human beings g e n d y  is an optimistic 
one; the dominant bourgeois outlook is rather gloomy. It is fme 
that the bourgeoisie in its revoIutionary youth, when it sought to 
mmke tbe world, tended to take a v a y  'tive a proach to peo- 
ple, expmed most beauWy sld m E t l Y  fy Shahapcsre 
who, it will be remembered, compand man to a veritable god. 
But the botqpisie, when it saw man as no& meant men of 
m, men of prophty, men who mattered. And the s t r a h  that 
- man as damned and as a warm, w M  rum thmugh the entire 
d of classdivided history, is nsver wholly h t  from the 
bourgeois literature. It b e s  inmasingly impmhmw do so 
many otber attributes of deyalisn+with capitdim's dedine. 
Today, in the United States, with the ascendancy ideologically of 
the New Constmatism, this demeolning of humern nature is 
amhmt. 
shameful; to hak had mcwtors who were slaveowners is a mark 
of distinction, and the more numerous their slaves, the greater the 
distinction. The Marxist's evaluations rn opposite. 
Marxism and Eliteism 
Matxfsm h & s  u p  the corrupting quality of dass 
not the corrupt q d t y  of human being. Mwlerrvea, while 
theory assumes the enervating &ect of impovmhbmen 
pression, Marxism insists u p  the amding influence 
domination and the ennobling iduence of ammmn 
bwrgeoisie tends to see the debilitadng effect 
Marxism sees the victim, but does not see bim as 
his struggle as continual and creative. 
To the bourgeoisie, to have had an- who were slaw 
All class-divided socieiks, and notabl capitdim, have taken a 
basically elitist view of ddhtion. d of them, re3ecHng the 
domination of the majority by a minority, have developed theories 
justifying such an arrangement. These theorb, whether of a 
digious or a secular e, h fact have held that the rule dm r few was necernary pn propa -use the many were ths 2- 
(or the more sinful) of the few. In -pitdim it is ~~ that the 
minority who possess the means d pduct in  obtain and reEain 
that possession as a result of superioa ability and that theredore 
the eliteism is really a natutal expression of aapacity and is highly 
bendcial. 
This may be justtfied ideologically by the insistence that the 
few are the Elect-reEgbw1y spaking* that the few am tbs 
mom intelligent-psychozogfdy and "sdemtif~callf qnding For 
the latter purpose, developed in our more secular age, so-called 
intelligence tests are concocted, and amupted, misapplied and 
misinterpreted to demonstrate-to no one's surprise and to the 
elite's comfort-that the well-tpdo are the bri@ and the 
are the stupid ones. p"l 
~nfmntidy ,  the results on the tests explain the posittom in 
society, while, in fact, the tests are based upon the -*ti+ 
in society, and the whole method of Wdhg and +g and inter- 
preting the same s t r a t i h h  And so each explains 
other, and all is right in the best of all possible worlds, T b n  
educational system is geared in m d a n c e  wlth the 
again assuring that similar findings will recur, and 
a-ty . 
wib C B P a ~ * s  the C O ~  of the 176 
md 18th oe- and the of the 1% and aOth m- 
h.lrfes. B& wi.rsn and deepen c a p i ~ m ' s  exploitam and both 
bring the of c8pitahrn into ~Ilision with Mering s w k l k s  
and lm. These det ies  are to be nadone and th& p e o ~ b  
+om; both distasteful undurtakjngs beg for nttionallzation, a- 
p d y  in view d their apparent c o n b d h t h  with -d 
@iiicaI ideas dwelopd for home use in the amme of anti-feudal 
&rb. The elitejsrn organic to mling-class 
geoh epoch feed each other and together help mightily in s&
ing the whoIe exploitative structure. 
In face-d to s degree, in articulated Q q - t h e  external 
eliteism is an imprhnt source of what pblitid freedom d m  
devel in the h- of western capitahrn, Just as Jobn C. - 
d t h a t ~ n l ~ w i t h t h e e n s l a v e m n t o f t h e b k c k w a s  t b h  
domofthewhite 1 . M % , s o f m + h a s M t h a t *  Y with &e su -exp oiktiw and gross dep&atim of the darker 
papla ot JEWwld d d  fiere my economic u 
politid reforms at home, 
M h m  rejects eliteism and mdsm root and branch. It e t s  
to its existence as vitiating bourgeobdemomatic theory and 
ti- and it insists that the substance of the elitist thmy is 
The s q d o r  m+ty of the rulers in dass-smtified SOW= h 
t h e p a s t h a s b e n b a s i c d I y i n t h e ~ o f ~ t @ g & , d  
deceptim, and the superior pit ion has dected dominatfon of 
the means of prductIon and hence of the means of 
tioa. The vast majority of human being, depived of the m m -  
ship af the means of ~oduction, have been the d m  aadr the 
-tars in all histmy. It is they who have produced; they have 
sustained the few, not the few the many. 
'so 
~ h e s ~ e a ~ + d t h e r i c h h a s b t h e a ~ t o d ;  
its possession of power has been based u p  ib p m i m  of 
tbe means of pductiot~ With this hnbt ion  has gone s grstem 
of eliteism that has deprived and still depriyas the m a j e  af 
A d  of the cultural, educational, pliW and ma- tress- 
uresdtheworld, This hasmeantthedenial offredomto thevast 
ma~ofhUmadty;onthe~ofthatdepial ,oth818havebad 
vrtrying portions and forms of 
M a d m  how that these tcmuw, p"dugd by the M m  d 
the deprived majority, belongs really to them, a d  that they are 
fully capable, given the opportunity, d enjoying them. Marxism 
holds that the vast majority, mmb into effective session of e K' t b e m e a n s a f ~ u c t i o n w i u b e a b  toovemum~ ve-y 
in fact overcome, in the Lands of Sociakn-wbat Mam d e d  "the 
realm of necessityP On this basis, having provided a sdc imcy  of 
the needs of mankind, is it then possible to create, h Marx' d, 
"a real realm of freedumg Then will be forged a Communist s* 
ciety in which the fullest freedom of self-qmssfon in alI s p h m  
of human activity-and none colliding with the others' self-exprw- 
sim-d &st, 
Then win appear, for the Erst time, a sodety on earth in whi& 
the vast majority are literate, cultured, secme, healthy and ha& 
this will d e  possibIe such a renaissance of culture and such a 
growth of human capacity as has never yet even h n  dreamed. 
On Spontaneiq and PI&g 
As we have noted, one of the c~npmmts  of freedom in the 
bourgeois view is spontaneity. This stems in part from the historical 
root of capi- in rebeIlim against tbe regulated and stam 
ecalscious nature of feudalism; it stems, too, from the idea of the 
naturhss of ca italism with, cons uently, the * thing being 
to l e t  nature J es its- mwemm S o m L ,  o n ~ y  theureto~ cnn 
be free. Marxism's view is quite otherwise. 
In terms of spontaneity, what is more spontaneous than a boat 
in a tossing sea, with one untrained man a b d  But s u p e  ane 
adds M g  to the man, and he employs that bahhg. fs there 
not then a lass of spmtaaeity? But is there a h of f r d m P  b 
there rather not a gain in the heedom of the man, insofar as he is 
nowmorethemastwafhisownfatethanhewasbefore3hd 
if crne givm tbis man, oars and sails so that he may employ his 
training mom efWiveIy; and adds a mp; and a map; and a 
mew of well-b&ed men with w%om he may work 
share in the various tashP D m  nut mJj. one of 
ons h e n  the spontaneity and enhance the heedom? 
Phmhg seems an Intrusion where it is held that the prevail- 
ing order is self-regulating, and that nothmg harms ib functioning 
so much as interference with that self-qdation. This helps de- 
velop in capitalist society an insisten- that that which is pIaaned, 
having lost spontaneity has Iwt freedom. But all this is based, 
d y  without articulatirm, on fhB a s s u m e  that mpihlisrn is 
a natural order and does function naturally. For in other matters 
a0 one acts in this p b  and spoaCanems manner. No one, for 
hstanca, wwld think of erecting a building without a plan; and 
no one d d  think of drawing u a plan for a bullding without 
scune howledge of the nature o ? mahiah, the laws of physics, 
the r u b  d deign, etc Such howledge and such planning are 
p q u h i t e s  for the bdWg; withwt them, and other T one is not able to, or, in other words, is not free to, erect the b d- 
Conclusi011 
IfonestructureshIsviewof alllifeandsocietyhtermsofthe 
didtdd-xmateriaht outlook, then that which is obvious in tbe 
building of a house is eqtually obvions in life and d e t y  as a 
whole. It is hhitely mom com lex and -cult in tke lam 
than in the h e r ,  but the prhdp L is the same. This Is the mean- - I 
hg of &gels' famow p h e  that m"freedom is the appreciation of 
neceaity." -om,* Engels continued in his A n b d h w  
"does not consist in the dream of independence of natural laws, 
1 but in the howledge of these laws, and in the possibdity this gives 
of syskmatidy making them work towards dehite ends.= Hence, 
"badom of the will means nothing but the capacity to make deci- 
aions with real bowled of the subject." 
Hence, too, as Eng A= pointed out, M o m  "is necessady a 
product af historical deveIopmtP It pmi as howledge grows. 
The growth of h M g e  leads ever nearer to the ad&vement d 
truth; the latter objectively exists; the former is the way to it. And, 
ha the Biblical phase, %ow ye the truth, and the truth shall make 
ye free." Strrpping the word truth of its religious quality, d its 
depedea~ca upon faith; secularlztng it, and making it depend upon 
scimm, one has the path towards the achievement of freedom, in 
the M a d s t  view. 
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